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Abstract
Semidefinite programs (SDPs) are convex optimisation problems that arise frequently in control, op-
timization, and operations research. Standard interior-point methods scale poorly for solving large-scale
SDPs. With a certain compromise of solution quality, one method for scalability is to use the notion
of structured subsets (e.g. diagonally-dominant (DD) and scaled-diagonally dominant (SDD) matrices),
to derive inner/outer approximations for SDPs. For sparse SDPs, chordal decomposition techniques
have been widely used to derive equivalent SDP reformations with smaller PSD constraints. In this
paper, we investigate a notion of decomposed structured subsets by combining chordal decomposition
with DD/SDD approximations. This notion takes advantage of any underlying sparsity via chordal de-
composition, while embracing the scalability of DD/SDD approximations. We discuss the applications of
decomposed structured subsets in both semidefinite and sum-of-squares optimization. Basis pursuit for
refining DD/SDD approximations is also incorporated into the decomposed structured subset framework,
and we observe that numerical performance is improved as compared to standard DD/SDD approxima-
tions. These results are demonstrated on H-infinity norm estimation problems for networked systems
and polynomial optimization problems.
1 Introduction
Semidefinite programs (SDPs) are a class of convex optimization problems with a linear objective, affine
constraints, and an additional positive semidefinite (PSD) constraint on the decision variable. SDPs include
common optimization problems such as Linear Programs (LPs) and Second-order Cone Programs (SOCPs).
A general conic program has a cost C ∈ Sn, constraint matrices A1, . . . , Am ∈ Sn, and constraint values
b ∈ Rm. Variables are restricted to a proper cone K and dual cone K∗, where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the canonical
inner product between elements in cones. A conic program has the following primal and dual forms:
p∗ = min
X
〈C,X〉
subject to 〈Ai, X〉 = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m, (1)
X ∈ K,
d∗ = max
y,Z
〈b, y〉
subject to Z +
m∑
i=1
yiAi = C, (2)
Z ∈ K∗.
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The objectives in (1) and (2) are related by p∗ ≥ d∗, which is known as weak duality [10]. Strong duality,
where p∗ = d∗, may hold under appropriate constraint qualification conditions (e.g. Slater). Semidefinite
programming occurs over the self-dual cone K = K∗ = Sn+ of positive semidefinite matrices, and pathological
cases exist that fail strong duality [23]. SDPs posed in dual form (2) are termed ‘Linear Matrix Inequalities’
(LMI) [9].
Standard interior-point methods (IPMs) can solve an SDP to arbitrary precision in polynomial time,
scaling as O(n2m2 +n3m) per iteration [5]. When m is fixed, the speed of IPMs can be greatly improved by
reducing the size of PSD cone Sn+. This motivates a variety of decomposition methods, which exploit problem
structures to break up a large PSD constraint into a product of smaller PSD constraints. For example,
sparsity in problem data (C,Ai) motivates a notion of chordal decomposition [1, 14], and symmetry/common
*-algebra structure of (C,Ai) restricts optimization to an invariant subspace [27].
A notion of structured subset method restricts (1) to inner/outer cones Kinner ⊂ Sn+ ⊂ Kouter to form
optima p∗outer ≤ p∗SDP ≤ p∗inner. Typical subset sets for Kinner are (scaled-) diagonally dominant (DD or SDD)
matrices. Optimizing over structured subsets Kinner ⊂ Sn+ may lead to computationally simpler problems
such as LPs or SOCPs. These approximations can be iteratively refined through a change of basis scheme
[15]; see [20] for an overview of decomposition methods and structured subsets in solving SDPs. Polynomial
optimization can be approximated by a hierarchy of sum-of-squares (SOS) programs, which may be cast as
structured SDPs [22]. The method of structured subsets have also been used to find bounds on polynomial
optimization problems when the standard SOS method leads to prohibitively large SDPs; see [19]. Note that
standard structured subsets (e.g. DD/SDD matrices) ignores any sparsity of the original problem. Large
semidefinite programs may run into numerical issues, and structured subsets will retain the ill-conditioning.
Exploiting problem sparsity can lead to an equivalent problem with a set of smaller PSD constraints, but
some PSD constraints may be still overly large and dominant the computational complexity [26].
The contributions of this paper are:
• A presentation of Decomposed Structured Subsets for inner/outer approximations of SDPs, along with
containment relations and analysis of resultant bounds. Eigenvalue tests of the primal/dual solution
can be used to certify if an approximation achieves the true SDP optimum.
• A proposal to mix cones in a decomposition, such that large PSD blocks are approximated with
structured subsets while small blocks are kept PSD. Mixing cones in this fashion results in tighter
bounds as compared to approximating all cones with the same structured subset.
• An extension of the Change of Basis algorithm in [15, 20] for decomposed structured subsets.
• An exploration of SDPs with multiple kinds of structure, specifically SDPs that simultaneously have
sparsity and symmetry. Using all possible decompositions (symmetry, then sparsity) before approxi-
mating leads to the most accurate bounds.
• Multiple numerical experiments to approximating SDPs that arise in networked H2 norm estimation
and sparse polynomial optimization.
• An investigation into to the structure of sparse (scaled) diagonally dominant matrices.
• Code and experiments that are publicly available at https://github.com/zhengy09/SDPfw in the
folder decomposed structured subsets
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces preliminaries regarding chordal
decomposition and structured subsets. Section 3 unites these concepts with decomposed structured subsets
and performs a containment analysis. Section 4 discusses how to apply decomposed structured subsets to
semidefinite programs and the change of basis algorithm. This approach is demonstrated through H∞ norm
estimation of networked systems in Section 4.4. The extension to SOS optimization is covered in Section
5. We conclude this paper in Section 6. Appendix ?? contains details of DD/SDD decompositions, and
Appendix 7 extends the decomposed structured subset framework to problems with algebraic symmetry.
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Figure 1: Cone slices of (8) showing DDn ⊂ Sn+ ⊂ (DDn)∗: the red region corresponds to solutions of (8)
over DDn; the black region corresponds to solutions of (8) over Sn+; the gray region corresponds to solutions
of (8) over (DDn)∗.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Structured Subsets
A basic structured subset of the PSD cone Sn+ is diagonal PSD matrices D. Two additional subsets are the
cones of diagonally dominant (DD) [7] and scaled diagonally dominant (SDD) matrices [8]:
Dn = {A ∈ Sn : A = diag(a1, . . . , an), ai ≥ 0},
DDn = {A ∈ Sn : aii ≥
∑
j 6=i
|aij |, i = 1, 2, . . . , n},
SDDn = {A ∈ Sn : ∃D ∈ Dn | DAD ∈ DDn}.
(3)
It is known that Dn,DDn, and SDDn are inner approximations to Sn+, i.e.
Dn ⊂ DDn ⊂ SDDn ⊂ Sn+. (4)
Linear optimization over Dn and DDn (i.e., setting K = Dn or K = DDn in (1)) is an LP, and over
SDDn (i.e., setting K = SDDn in (1)) is an SOCP [4]. As there exist very efficient solvers for LPs and
SOCPs, these inner approximations to SDPs can scale to very large-dimension problems. Figure 1 shows a
PSD-representable feasible set (black), along with inner approximation found by optimizing over the cone
DDn (red). An outer (gray) LP approximation is also shown, corresponding to the dual cone (DDn)∗. This
example is discussed in Section 3.2.
Factor width matrices also form a structured subset of Sn+. A matrix M ∈ FWnk if there exists a
rectangular matrix U such that M = UUT where each column of U has cardinality at most k [8]. An
intuitive interpretation is that factor width-k matrices are the sum of k×k PSD matrices that are embedded
in n× n larger matrices. Factor width matrices can be extended to partitions of indices; see [36] for details
about block factor-width matrices. In Section 4.4, Bk is defined as the set of block factor-width 2 matrices
where each block is of size k (up to divisibility).
2.1.1 Change of Basis
The notion of change of basis is an iterative method that refines an existing structured subset for approxi-
mating SDPs [3]. The logic of the change of basis is as follows. Let P be a property, e.g., the property that a
3
matrix is diagonal or SDD. If a matrix X does not satisfy P, there may exist a basis transformation BXBT
that does have property P. For example, let P be the property that a matrix is diagonal. A generically
chosen symmetric matrix X is not diagonal, but BXBT satisfies P if the basis B is the transpose of the
eigenvectors of X.
The Change of Basis algorithm extends this logic to structured subsets. As an example, a matrix X may
not be DD, but BXBT is DD for a suitably chosen B. Given a basis-change matrix B and a structured
subset cone K, the basis-changed cone is K(B) = {X | BXBT ∈ K}. Matrices X may exist where X 6∈ K
but X ∈ K(B). To start the iterative refinement process, we first solve a conic optimization problem over a
structured subset K such as (1), leading to the optimal solution X0. Then, we use X0 = L0L
T
0 to formulate
a basis-change matrix B := L0 [3]. This Cholesky decomposition can be used as a basis transformation to
find the next optimal solution X1:
X1 = argmin
X
〈C,X〉
subject to 〈Ai, X〉 = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m,
X ∈ K(L0).
(5)
Use X1 = L1L
T
1 , and solve the same problem over K(L1) to find optimal point X2. Change of Basis proceeds
as long as desired, forming the accumulated basis matrix Lˆ = L0L1 . . . Lt−1Lt. The cost 〈C,X〉 of iterate t
is upper bounded by the cost at iterate t−1, because I ∈ K(Lt−1) and is therefore a feasible point. We note
that the iterative procedure might not converge to the true SDP optimum. If the structured subset chosen
K = DD, then the SDP is approximated by an iterative sequence of LPs. An analogous process can occur
on the dual side to find an increasing sequence of lower bounds to the true SDP cost; see [15] for details.
2.2 Chordal Decomposition
In sparse SDPs, only a small number of entries of X are used in the cost C and constraints Ai. All other
entries of X can be set arbitrarily to ensure X is PSD. The aggregate sparsity pattern of (C,Ai) can be
encoded by a graph G(V, E), where there is an edge between vertices i and j if any of C,A1, . . . , Am is nonzero
at indices (i, j). A chord in a graph is an edge between two non-consecutive vertices in a cycle, and a graph
is chordal if every cycle of length 4 or more has a chord [28]. Non-chordal graphs can be chordal-extended by
adding edges. A clique C is a set of vertices that forms a complete graph: ∀vi, vj ∈ C, (vi, vj) ∈ E . Maximal
cliques are cliques that are not contained in another clique. The cardinality of a maximal clique is denoted
as |C|.
Given a graph G(V, E), let E∗ be an edge set E augmented with self-loops. The cone of sparse symmetric
matrices
Sn(E , 0) = {X ∈ Sn | Xij = 0, ∀(i, j) 6∈ E∗},
and its subcone of sparse PSD symmetric matrices is
Sn+(E , 0) = S(E , 0) ∩ Sn+.
The dual space Sn+(E , ?) = [Sn+(E , 0)]∗ are matrices with entries on E∗ that can be completed into PSD
matrices. Let ECk ∈ R|Ck|×n be 0/1 entry selector matrices that index out entries in clique Ck. For sparse
PSD matrices, we have the following two decomposition results.
Theorem 1 (Grone’s Theorem [14]). Let G(V, E) be a chordal graph with a set of maximal cliques {C1, C2, . . . , Cp}.
Then, X ∈ Sn+(E , ?) if and only if
Xk = ECkXE
T
Ck ∈ S
|Ck|
+ , k = 1, . . . , p.
Theorem 2 (Agler’s Theorem [1]). Let G(V, E) be a chordal graph with a set of maximal cliques {C1, C2, . . . , Cp}.
Then, Z ∈ Sn+(E , 0) if and only if there exist Zk ∈ S|Ck|+ , k = 1, . . . , p, such that
Z =
p∑
k=1
ETCkZkECk .
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Theorem 1 breaks up a large sparse PSD constraint X ∈ Sn+(E , ?) into a series of smaller coupled PSD
constraints Xk  0, k = 1, . . . , p. This result can be applied to primal SDPs with a chordal sparsity pattern
E , i.e., problem (1) with K = Sn+(E , ?) can be decomposed as
min
X
〈C,X〉
subject to 〈Ai, X〉 = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m,
ECkXE
T
Ck ∈ S
|Ck|
+ , k = 1, . . . , p.
(6)
Analogous results can be obtained for sparse dual SDPs, with a characterization of Z ∈ Sn+(E , 0) using
Theorem 2. These decomposed SDPs can be solved using first order methods via variable splits ECkXE
T
Ck =
Xk (see [34] for details), but interior point methods may suffer from the increase of the equality constraints
introduced by the decomposition. Conversion utilities such as SparseCoLO [11] internally perform domain-
and range-space decompositions to exploit chordal sparse structures. An algorithm to trade off between PSD
block sizes and added equality constraints was discussed in [12].
3 Decomposed Structured Subsets
This section introduces a natural idea to combine structured subsets with existing decomposition methods.
3.1 Definition of decomposed structured subsets
Let G(V, E) be a graph with maximal cliques C1, . . . , Cp. We define sparse DD and SDD matrices
DDn(E , 0) = DDn ∩ Sn(E , 0),
SDDn(E , 0) = SDDn ∩ Sn(E , 0).
It follows that
DDn(E , 0) ⊂ SDDn(E , 0) ⊂ Sn+(E , 0).
We therefore have the following decomposition result:
Proposition 1. Let G(V, E) be a (not necessarily chordal) graph with a set of maximal cliques {C1, C2, . . . , Cp}.
Then,
1. Z ∈ DDn(E , 0) if and only if
Z =
p∑
k=1
ETCkZkECk , Zk ∈ DD|Ck|, k = 1, . . . , p.
2. Z ∈ SDDn(E , 0) if and only if
Z =
p∑
k=1
ETCkZkECk , Zk ∈ SDD|Ck|, k = 1, . . . , p.
The proof is provided in Appendix ??. These results hold for an arbitrary clique edge cover that covers
all maximal cliques. Motivated by Theorems 1 and 2, and Proposition 1, we let E be a sparsity pattern,
K = {Kk}pk=1 be a set of cones corresponding to a clique edge cover C1, . . . , Cp, where each individual cone
Kk is some structured subset in S|Ck|. We define two decomposed structured subsets:
K(E , 0) :=
{
Z ∈ Sn | Z =
p∑
k=1
ETCkZkECk ,
Z
k
∈ Kk, k = 1, . . . , p
}
,
K(E , ?) :=
{
X ∈ Sn | ECkXETCk ∈ Kk,k = 1, . . . , p
}
.
(7)
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The decomposed structured subset K(E , 0) generalizes DDn(E , 0), SDDn(E , 0), and Sn+(E , 0) in the following
sense:
K(E , 0) = DDn(E , 0), if Kk = DD|Ck|, k = 1, . . . , p.
K(E , 0) = SDDn(E , 0), if Kk = SDD|Ck|, k = 1, . . . , p.
If E is chordal, the additional results hold for PSD cones:
K(E , 0) = Sn+(E , 0), if Kk = S|Ck|+ , k = 1, . . . , p
K(E , ?) = Sn+(E , ?), if Kk = S|Ck|+ , k = 1, . . . , p.
3.2 Containment Analysis
The notion of decomposition structured subsets (7) gives more freedom to choose the individual cones Kk.
We give a detailed analysis below. In Theorems 1 and 2 and Proposition 1, the cones corresponding to each
clique are of the same type, i.e., Kk are all either S|Ck|+ or DD|Ck|. Additional freedom can be gained by
allowing cliques to reside in different cones.
Given a graph with cliques C1, . . . , Cp, we consider two sets of cones K = {Kk}pk=1 and K˜ = {K˜k}pk=1,
where Kk or K˜k is a cone in S|Ck|. We define the partial ordering ⊆ on decomposed structured subsets:
K ⊆ K˜ iff Kk ⊆ K˜k ∀ k = 1 . . . p.
Then, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Given a graph with cliques C1, . . . , Cp, and two sets of cones K = {Kk}pk=1, K˜ = {K˜k}pk=1,
if K ⊆ K˜, then we have
K(E , 0) ⊆ K˜(E , 0) and K(E , ?) ⊆ K˜(E , ?)
The result is true by definition. In the context of optimization, DD/SDD constraints offer scalable
computation while PSD constraints are close (or exactly meet when the underlying graph is chordal) the
true feasible region. Proposition 2 suggests some flexibility of choosing the individual cones Kk. As an
example, consider the following matrix parameterized by (a, b):
M(a, b) =

1 12 + a ? ?
1
2 + a 2 −2a a+ b
? −2a 5 b2
? a+ b b2 2
 , (8)
where ? denotes unspecified entries. The sparsity pattern of M(a, b) has two maximal cliques: {2, 3, 4} and
{1, 2}. By Theorem 1, M(a, b) ∈ S4+(E , ?) if:
M1(a, b) =
 2 −2a a+ b−2a 5 b/2
a+ b b/2 2
  0
M2(a, b) =
[
1 1/2 + a
1/2 + a 2
]
 0
Given a cone set K = {K1,K2}, we define the feasibility set for M ∈ K(E , ?) as
{(a, b) |M1(a, b) ∈ K1 and M2(a, b) ∈ K2}.
Figure 2 compares feasibility sets when both cliques are DD (blue) and when both are S+ (black). As
expected, the blue set is contained within the black set since DD4(E , ?) ⊂ S4+(E , ?). The orange set in the
right panel has M1(a, b) ∈ S3+ and M2(a, b) ∈ DD2. Note how the orange set includes the blue set (all
DD) and expands to nearly fill the left side of the black set (all S+). The green set in the left panel has
M2(a, b) ∈ S2+ instead, which expands the DD blue set with a small rightward bump.
Given X ∈ DDn(E , ?), we say X is DD-completable if ∃Xc ∈ DDn such that X and Xc agree on entries
in E . A similar definition applies to X ∈ SDDn(E , ?). This generalizes the concept of a PSD completion.
For such an X with entries in E , we write X ∈ Kn if X is K-completable, and X ∈ Kn(E , ?) if each maximal
clique Ck has ETCkXECk ∈ K |Ck|. Under this definition:
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Figure 2: Mixing cones broadens feasibility regions for M ∈ K(E , ?) in (8). Left: K1 = {DD3,S2+}; Right:
K2 = {S3+,DD2}.
Figure 3: M(a, b) feasibility sets and containments. Left: DD ⊂ DD(E , ?) ⊂ S+; Right: SDD ⊂
SDD(E , ?) ⊂ S+.
Proposition 3. Let Kn ⊂ K˜n be cones in Sn. Given a sparsity pattern E outside of which are entries ‘?’,
the following containment holds:
Kn ⊆ Kn(E , ?), K˜n ⊆ K˜n(E , ?), (9)
and Kn(E , ?) ⊆ K˜n(E , ?).
Note that by Theorem 1, a matrix X can be PSD-completable if and only if X ∈ Sn+(E , ?). Figure 3
illustrates and compares feasibility sets for M(a, b) ∈ K(E , ?) (cliques of M(a, b) in K) and M(a, b) ∈ K
(M(a, b) has a K-completion). The blue DD4(E , ?) and black S+(E , ?) feasibility set are the same in Figure 3
as in 2. The left panel additionally shows feasible regions for the set DD4 (red) and DD4(E , ?). Constraining
that M(a, b) has a DD-completion is stricter than restricting cliques to be DD, so the feasibility sets will have
DD4 ⊂ DD4(E , ?). The right plot echoes the left plot, where imposing that M1(a, b) ∈ SDD,M2(a, b) ∈ SDD
yields a broader feasibility set than M(a, b) ∈ SDD. DD4 and DD4(E , ?) are both polyhedral regions, SDD4
and SDD4(E , ?) have smooth walls in this feasibility set.
Proposition 4. Let K = {Kk}pk=1 be a set of cones with dual K∗ = {K∗k}pk=1, where Kk is a structured
subset in S|Ck| (i.e., DD|Ck|, SDD|C|k , or S|Ck|+ ), and Ck is a set of maximal cliques for E. Then, we have
[K(E , 0)]∗ = K∗(E , ?) (10)
[K(E , ?)]∗ ⊆ K∗(E , 0). (11)
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For the equivalence in Equation (10):
Proof. Recall the definition of K(E , 0) and K(E , ?) in (7). We now verify that
[K(E , 0)]∗
={M ∈ Sn | 〈M,N〉 ≥ 0,∀N ∈ K(E , 0)}
=
{
M ∈ Sn |
〈
M,
p∑
k=1
ETCkNkECk
〉
≥ 0,∀Nk ∈ Kk
}
=
{
M ∈ Sn |
p∑
k=1
〈
ECkME
T
Ck , Nk
〉 ≥ 0,∀Nk ∈ Kk}
=
{
M ∈ Sn | ECkMETCk ∈ K∗k , k = 1, . . . , p
}
=K∗(E , ?),
where the second to last equality used the following fact: if any ECtME
T
Ct /∈ K∗t for some t, we can choose
Nt ∈ Kt such that
〈ECtMETCt , Nt〉 < 0.
Now, by choosing Nk = 0 ∈ Kk, k 6= t, we have
p∑
k=1
〈
ECkME
T
Ck , Nk
〉
= 〈ECtMETCt , Nt〉 < 0,
which contradict line 4. Thus, we must have ECkME
T
Ck ∈ K∗k , k = 1, . . . , p.
For the containment in Equation (11):
[K(E , ?)]∗ = K∗(E , 0).
Proof. Given any M ∈ K∗(E , 0), we show M ∈ [K(E , ?)]∗. By definition (6), there exist Mk ∈ K∗k , k =
1, . . . , p, such that
M =
p∑
k=1
ETCkMkECk .
We now verify that ∀N ∈ K(E , ?)
〈M,N〉 =
〈
p∑
k=1
ETCkMkECk , N
〉
=
p∑
k=1
〈
Mk, ECkNE
T
Ck
〉
=
p∑
k=1
〈Mk ∈ K∗k , Nk ∈ Kk〉 ∀Nk ∈ Kk
≥ 0
where the last inequality used the definition of N ∈ K(E , ?). Thus, M ∈ [K(E , ?)]∗. We can conclude
K∗(E , 0) ⊆ [K(E , ?)]∗
The reverse inclusion (K∗(E , 0) ⊇ [K(E , ?)]∗) is only guaranteed to hold if the clique cover Ck of E are
disjoint: Ck ∩ Ck′ = ∀k 6= k′.
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Table 1: Cost vs. subset and pattern in Figure 4
K K(EF , ?) K(E , ?)
DD Inf. Inf. Inf.
B1 64.5 34.7 19.4
B2 51.4 27.1 13.9
B5 32.1 15.0 5.34
B10 20.8 7.10 -1.23
S+ -1.23 -1.23 -1.23
4 Applications to semidefinite optimization
In this section, we develop inner and outer approximations of semidefinite programs using the notion of
decomposed structured subsets, and discuss an application of H∞ norm estimation of network systems.
4.1 Decomposed structured subsets in semidefinite programs
A semidefinite program in primal form (1) with (X ∈ Sn+) and dual form (2) (Z ∈ Sn+) will have matching
optima p∗ = d∗ when strong duality holds. By complementary slackness, 〈X,Z〉 = 0. Assume this semidef-
inite program has an aggregate sparsity pattern E . With an optimization problem (1) over Sn+(E , ?) and a
cone set K, an upper bound is attained by imposing X ∈ K(E , ?), and a lower bound is found by restricting
Z ∈ K(E , 0) in the dual form.
The conic optimization problem for a decomposed structured subset K(E , ?) is:
min
X
〈C,X〉
subject to 〈Ai, X〉 = bi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
ECkXE
T
Ck ∈ Kk.
(12)
An example of decomposed structured subsets in action is a random SDP with block arrow sparsity
pattern with 80 equality constraints, where each of the 15 blocks has size 10 and the arrowhead has width 10
(see Figure 4 for the aggregate sparsity pattern). The original SDP has X ∈ S160+ , and chordal decomposition
has Xk ∈ S20+ that are equal in the 10 × 10 bottom right corner (blue pattern E). A coarser chordal
decomposition is the union of blue and magenta blocks in Figure 4 (fill-in EF ), which has block sizes (S50+ )2×
S41+ × (S30+ )2 that are each equal in the bottom right corner. Clique consistency for EF adds 230 equality
constraints, and for E adds 770.
Cost values of this SDP and its approximants are recorded in Table 1. Rows are different structured
subsets and the columns apply the structured subsets: imposing that X ∈ K and then that the cliques of
X ∈ K, where cliques are set based on the graphs EF and E . We introduce shorthand Bk as a cone of block
factor-width 2 matrices where each block has k components (so B1 = SDD) and membership constraints in
S2k+ are imposed. By Agler’s theorem, all entries of K = S+ have the same optima. All entries K = DD
are infeasible, and objectives decrease towards the bottom right corner of the table as expected in the above
containment analysis.
Table 1 demonstrates that merging blocks together may degrade the resultant approximation quality.
Merging strategies such as [12] must therefore be used with caution. Even well-chosen merges that speed up
program execution may worsen the approximated SDP bound.
4.2 Certifying Optimality
KKT conditions can be used to certify if an SDP approximated by structured subsets reaches the same cost as
the original SDP [2]. For a cone K ⊂ S+ ⊂ K∗ and an SDP, KKT relations on the left side will hold for an op-
timal primal-dual triple (X, y, Z) ∈ (Kn,Rm,Kn∗) while optimizing over X ∈ K. All KKT conditions on the
left side (over K) are also guaranteed to hold on the right side (over S+) except for dual feasibility (Z ∈ K∗):
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Figure 4: Block arrow sparsity pattern and extension
X ∈ K
Z ∈ K∗ (13)
XZ = 0
bi = 〈Ai, X〉 |mi=1
C = S +
m∑
i=1
yiAi
X ∈ S+
Z ∈ S+ (14)
XZ = 0
bi = 〈Ai, X〉 |mi=1
C = S +
m∑
i=1
yiAi
If the dual matrix Z ∈ Sn+, then (X, y, Z) solves the original SDP with the same optimal cost. Checking
if Z has a negative eigenvalue can be accomplished by inverse iteration (power method on Z−1). SDP-
optimality of decomposed structured subsets can be certified in the same framework given a set of clique
cones K. When finding lower bounds to semidefinite programs, the clique cones K have Kk ⊇ S+. Tightness
is certified if each Xk ∈ S+. Upper bounds have Kk ⊆ S+. For each clique Ck in the clique cone K,
check if the corresponding dual block Zk ∈ S+. The dual clique blocks Zk can be obtained by computing
Z = C −∑mi=1 yiAi.
4.3 Decomposed Change of Basis
The change of basis algorithm in 2.1.1 can be extended to decomposed structured subsets. Let X0 be the
solution to Problem (12), and let L = {Lk}pk=1 be Cholesky factorizations such that LkLTk = ECkXETCk .
The first iteration of change of basis will solve:
min
X
〈C,X〉
subject to 〈Ai, X〉 = bi |mi=1
X ∈ K(L)(E , ?).
(15)
As before, an accumulated change of basis Lˆk can be formed for each clique, forming the agglomerated Lˆ.
Different basis matrices Lˆk may cover the same entries due to clique overlap constraints, and this freedom
may lead to better quality optima.
Proposition 5. Performing change-of-basis over the decomposed structured subset K(E , ?) will result in a
lower cost as compared to applying change-of-basis over K at the first iteration. No conclusions can be drawn
after the first iterations.
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Figure 5: Decomposed vs. Standard Change of Basis on (8). Left: Start from DD; Right: Start from
DD(E , ?).
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Figure 6: Change of basis on Block Arrow SDP
Proof. At the first iteration, K ⊆ K(E , ?), and therefore the cost from K will have an a value ≥ the cost
from K(E , ?). Basis change matrices L for K and L = {Lk}pk=1 for K(E , ?) are computed to start the
second change-of-basis iteration. The cones K(L) and K(L)(E , ?) are no longer related, and no inferences
can be drawn about long-term cost behavior. In experiments, the cost sequence obtained from performing
change-of-basis over K remains above K(E , ?)’s sequence. This behavior is observed in Figure 6.
Figure 5 illustrates the change of basis technique on a standard (left) and decomposed (right) structured
subsets in the direction of 〈C,X〉. The intermediate costs are recorded in Table 2 for the first three iterations:
Table 2: Decreasing costs over Change of Basis
Change of Basis Iteration
0 1 2 3
DD -1.41 -2.50 -3.08 -3.15
DD(E , ?) -1.41 -3.02 -3.13 -3.17
Figure 6 shows the output of the change of basis algorithm on the cone B5 on the block arrow system
shown in Figure 4. Over the course of 20 iterations, the basis-changed cone B5(L)(E, ?) (green curve)
actually matches the SDP optimum.
A similar process can be done over the sparse cone Z ∈ K(E , 0) (dual SDP), where bases L = {Lk}pk=1
are tracked for each clique component Zk forming the clique-sum Z =
∑
k E
T
CkZkECk for Z ∈ K(L)(E , 0).
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4.4 H-infinity Norm Estimation for Networked Systems
Here, we present a special applications of SDPs in H∞ norm estimation. Consider a state-space stable
dynamical system G(s):
x˙ = Ax+Bu,
y = Cx+Du.
The Bounded Real Lemma can establish an upper bound on ‖G‖∞: [9]:
Theorem 3 (Bounded Real Lemma). The following statements are equivalent:
1. ‖G‖∞ < γ
2. There exists a P  0 such that[
PA+ATP + CTC PTB + CTD
BTP +DTC −γ2I
]
≺ 0.
If the dynamical system is sparse (has a network structure), a dense P  0 will give the tightest H∞
approximation but will destroy the sparsity pattern. Choosing a P structure to be compatible with the
LMI sparsity pattern will form a computationally tractable upper bound of ‖G(s)‖∞. One structure on
a block-diagonal P that respects the network sparsity pattern is when the size of each agent’s block in P
equals its number of states [35].
As an example of applying decomposed structured subsets to H∞ estimation, we present the ‘sea star’
networked system. The sea star system is composed of a set of agents clustered into a head and a set of
arms. Each agent has internal linear dynamics (ni states, mi inputs, di outputs), and they communicate
and respond to a sparse selection of other agents. The left panel of Figure 7 shows a sea star network with
70 densely connected agents in the head and other agents distributed into 12 arms. Each arm is composed
of 2 densely connected ‘knuckles’. Each knuckle has 10 agents, and every knuckle in the arm communicates
with 4 agents in the next and previous knuckle (or the head as appropriate). The individual agent dynamics
combine to form global dynamics [A,B,C,D], where A is Hurwitz.
Figure 7: Sea Star network topology and LMI sparsity
Estimating ‖G(s)‖∞ = ‖C(sI − A)−1B + D‖∞ can be accomplished by using the bounded real lemma
to minimize γ2. The resultant LMI has two semidefinite variables, and the center and right panels of Figure
7 displays the sparsity pattern of constraints on these variables. The top left corner of the Bounded Real
LMI shows a structure induced by the network interconnections. On their own, the two semidefinite blocks
are of size 1760 and 2691.
This LMI system strongly exhibits chordal sparsity with edges E , and can be posed as an optimization
problem over the cone S+(E , 0). |Ck| is shown in Figure 8. There is a run of cliques of sizes ranging from
1-11, a set of cliques from sizes 37-90, and a solitary clique of size 387.
Results of H∞ norm estimation of the sea star system are presented in Figures 9, 10, and 11. Columns
are cones K where K = DD or K = Bq if q is an integer 2.1. Rows are size thresholds: the cone K(E , 0) has
all cliques in K, and K60(E , 0) is a mixed cone where cliques with |C| ≤ 60 are PSD and |C| > 60 are in K.
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Figure 9: Time to find γ by upper bound K (minutes)
All experiments were written in MatlabR2018a and performed on Mosek [6] on a Intel i7 CPU with a clock
frequency of 2.7GHz and 16.0 GB of RAM.
Times in Figure 9 were measured solving the primal program over K. All displayed values achieved the
SDP optimal solution, as certified in Section 4.2. The cones DD with size thresholds 0 and 11 were primal
infeasible, other non-displayed values did not attain the optimal γ = 1.137. The cone B5 was fastest at 1.84
minutes.
Figure 10 displays lower bounds for γ by over the dual cone K∗(E , 0). Lower bounds tighten as cone
complexity and size thresholds increase. The true γ is obtained with a block-size of 55 and size-thresholds
of 60 and 100 taking 34.8 and 34.0 minutes. Figure 11 contains the time taken to find all lower bounds. The
computer running experiments ran out of memory attempting to solve the LMI over S+(E , 0).
5 Applications to Polynomial Optimization
This section reviews sum-of-squares methods for approximating the optimal values of polynomial optimiza-
tion problems, and demonstrates how decomposed structured subsets may be applied.
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Figure 10: γ found by lower bound K∗
5.1 Preliminaries for Polynomial Optimization
A polynomial optimization problem may be approximated by semidefinite programming. The task of mini-
mizing a polynomial p(x) ∈ R[x]≤d of bounded degree d is equivalent to solving [18]:
p∗ = max
γ
γ
p(x)− γ ≥ 0.
(16)
The imposition of a polynomial nonnegativity constraint is generically NP hard. Sum-of-squares (SOS)
methods offer a convex relaxation of polynomial nonnegativity through SDPs. The square of a real number
is always nonnegative, so a polynomial q(x) =
∑
i σi(x)
2 for polynomoials q(x)R[x] is also nonnegative.
The cone of SOS polynomials q(x) ∈ Σ[x]≤d is the set of polynomials of degree ≤ d that admit such a
decomposition into terms q(x). If vd(x) denotes a monomial map lifting x into a set monomials up to degree
d, then every SOS polynomial σ(x) ∈ Σ[x]≤d has an equivalent description of σ(x) = v(x)TQv(x) for some
Q  0. The SOS relaxation of degree d of Equation (16) is:
p∗d = max
γ
γ
p(x)− γ = σ(x)
σ(x) ∈ Σ[x]≤d.
(17)
Equation 17 is a semidefinite program in terms of the gram matrix Q that defines σ(x). The coefficient
matching conditions of p(x) − γ = σ(x) are linear constraints in the entries of Q. Given an optimal Q, the
SOS decomposition of σ(x) can be recovered by a matrix factorization of Q (e.g. Cholesky). The sequence
{p∗d} is a converging set of lower bounds to p∗ as d increases.
Constrained polynomial optimization can be approached through SOS methods. A basic semialgebraic
set K is defined by a finite number of bounded-degree polynomial inequality and equality constraints:
K = {x | gi(x) ≥ 0, hj(x) = 0} (18)
More generally, a semialgebraic set is the closure of basic semialgebraic sets under finite unions and pro-
jections down to coordinates. A constrained polynomial optimization problem can be formulated as Equa-
tion 16 with the added condition that x ∈ K. If there exists a sufficiently large constant R such that
K ⊂ {x | R − ‖x‖22 ≥ 0}, then the Putinar Positivstellensatz (Psatz) yields an equivalent formulation for
14
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Figure 11: Time to find lower bound γ over K∗ (minutes)
polynomial constraint-multipliers ζi(x) and φj(x):
p∗ = max
γ, σ, ζ, φj
γ
p(x)− γ +
∑
i
ζi(x)gi(x) +
∑
j
hj(x)φj(x) = σ(x)
σ(x) ∈ Σ[x] ζ(x) ∈ Σ[x] φj(x) ∈ R[x]
(19)
Equation (19) is an SDP when restricted to polynomials σ(x), ζi(x), φj(x) of bounded degree d. The size
of the gram matrix Q scales as O(Nd) for x ∈ RN , and SDP performance is polynomial in N [18].
Utilizing sparsity in polynomial optimization can reduce computational complexity. Waki introduced
a Correlative Sparsity Graph (CSP) G(V, E) where vertices V are variables xi in the problem. An edge
(xi, xj) ∈ E appears if xi and xj are multiplied together in a monomial in the cost p(x), or if they appear
together in at least one constraint gi(x) or hj(x) [29]. Let Ck denote the cliques of the chordal-completed
CSP graph, and Ekx = xk be the variables of x present in CSP clique Ck. The Putinar Psatz in Equation
(19) can formulated as a sparse problem over per-clique polynomials [17]:
p∗ = max
γ, ζi, φj
γ
p(x)− γ =
∑
k
σk(x) +
∑
i,k
ζik(x)gi(x) +
∑
j,k
hjk(x)φj(x)
ζik(xk) ∈ Σ[xk] σk(xk) ∈ Σ[xk] ζik(x) ∈ Σ[xk]
(20)
If the size of the largest CSP clique has cardinality κ, then the Psatz of degree d in equation (20) will have
expected O(κd) complexity. Other methods allow for decompositions according to the monomial structure
in constraints. Josz uses monomial sparsity, which is a subset of the correlative sparsity graph [16]. Wang
introduced a Term sparsity graph (TSSOS) based on links between monomials. The term sparsity graph
allows for moment matrices to be block-diagonalized with an equivalent and mutually recoverable objective
as SOS program [31]. Term sparsity may be combined with Correlative Sparsity to maximize performance
[30]. Each of these methods use the structure of p(x) and K to form computationally efficient semidefinite
programs for polynomial optimization.
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Figure 12: Cliques for LR Correlative Sparsity Pattern
5.2 Decomposed Structured Subsets for POPs
Computational complexity can also be reduced by restricting polynomials to structured subsets. Given that
p(x) ∈ SOS implies that p(x) = v(x)TQv(x), Q ≥ 0, setting Q ∈ DD or Q ∈ SDD results in polynomial
cones p(x) ∈ DSOS or p(x) ∈ SDSOS respectively.
Decomposed structured subsets can be integrated into polynomial optimization. For a single SOS poly-
nomial p(x) ∈ SOS, with chordal gram sparsity pattern G(V, E) and maximal cliques {Ck}pk=1, Agler’s
theorem forms an equivalence of optima between Q ∈ Sn+ and Q ∈ Sn+(E , 0). Restricting to standard struc-
tured subsets p(x) ∈ DSOS forms Q ∈ (DD ∩ Sn(E , 0)) = DDn(E , 0), and likewise p(x) ∈ SDSOS forms
Q ∈ (SDD∩ Sn(E , 0)) = SDDn(E , 0). Allowing for mixed clique cones yields K(E , 0), which may be broader
than DD(E , 0) or SDD(E , 0) alone.
An example of decomposed structured subsets for polynomial optimization is the minimization of the
(Rosenbrock-inspired) polynomial f(x) = fQ(x) + fR(x), where
fR(x) =
N−3∑
i=1
10(xi+2 + 2xi+1 − x2i )2 + (1− xi − xi+3)2,
fQ(x) = x
T
1:N/6Ax1:N/6.
fQ(x) is a quadric where A is the Lerner matrix defined as min(i/j, j/i). With an 120 variable prob-
lem, the correlative sparsity graph of the Lehmer-Rosenbrock (LR) function f(x) has cliques with size
{4, 8, 11, 15, 231}. The size 15 occurs 97 times and all other clique sizes appear once. The clique frequency is
displayed in Figure 12. The Lehmer-Rosenbrock function is chosen to highlight a set of SDPs with one very
large clique. The standard Rosenbrock function is highly sparse, and does not have one giant component.
Table 3 shows the results of this optimization for the correlative sparsity pattern based on Sparse Sum
of Squares [33]. This method is based on the sparsity of the gram matrix Q and optimizes over the cone of
SOS polynomials of bounded degree. Table 3 therefore shows a hierarchy of lower bounds to the minimum
of f(x) on R120. In the Cost and Time section, K(E , 0) is the cone where all cliques are in K, and K(E , 0) is
the cone where the largest (231-sized) clique is in K and all other cliques are in S+. Upper bounds in this
context would approximate the second-order moment relaxation, and would not give any useful bounds on
the true polynomial optimum. Cells are merged if the cones are equal (as implemented).
Constrained polynomial optimization offers additional freedom of cone-selection for decomposed struc-
tured subsets. Cones in K can be chosen for each SOS constrained polynomial p(x) and σi(x). The following
examples cover minimizing f(x) over the semialgebraic set xi ∈ [1, 2]. This region can be represented as
K = {gi(x) = (x − 1)(2 − x) ≥ 0}. TSSOS [31] supports constrained polynomial optimization problems
and exploits term sparsity in the constraint functions g(x). The TSSOS clique sizes of minimizing the LR
function f(x) over R120 (unconstrained) and over K (constrained) in the d = 2 level of the Lasserre hierarchy
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Table 3: CSP f(x) Lower Bounds
Cost Time (s)
Cone K∗(E , 0) K∗(E , 0) K∗(E , 0) K∗(E , 0)
DD -Inf. -Inf. 0.75 0.86
SDD -113.91 -111.25 42.8 33.2
B2 -111.63 -111.19 15.7 12.6
B3 -111.52 -111.18 12.5 12.0
B5 -111.06 -111.05 12.75 12.6
B11 -110.85 27.1
B21 -110.39 45.9
B40 -110.26 112.7
S+ -110.20 219.6
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Figure 13: Cliques for LR TSSOS unconstrained and constrained optimization.
are displayed in Figure 13. This decomposition was obtained after the block hierarchy stabilized using the
‘clique’ option in the TSSOS Julia implementation. TSSOS resulted in smaller clique sizes (compare 121 for
TSSOS vs. 231 for CSP) as shown in Figure 13 at the expense of preprocessing time.
Figures 14 and 15 display the time taken to provide lower bounds of f(x) over the regions R120 and
[1, 2]120 at the second Moment relaxation. Time is labeled in minutes to best provide contrast and intuition.
Only values achieving the SDP optimum are displayed. In the constrained case, the lower bound of 4939.1
is attained in 31.8 minutes with the cone B∗3 and size threshold 45, compared to 63.4 minutes on the full
SDP S+(E , ?).
6 Conclusions
Decomposition methods can break down large structured SDPs into simpler problems. Structured subsets
allow for inner and outer approximations of dense SDPs to be quickly estimated. This paper combines
the two approaches into decomposed structured subsets, which allow flexibility in choosing cones and form
tighter objective approximations. Applications to semidefinite and polynomial optimization are highlighted.
Future directions include applying these techniques to subjects such as network H2/H∞-optimal control,
complex SDPs and semialgebraic optimization.
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Figure 14: Time to find unconstrained LR lower bound by TSSOS over K∗ (minutes)
7 Symmetry and *-algebra Decompositions
This section of the appendix reviews symmetry and *-algebra structure, shows how these structures can be
incorporated into the Decomposed Structured Subset framework, and demonstrates how exploiting multiple
forms of structure results in finer approximations.
7.1 Symmetry/*-algebra Decomposition
An additional form of structure occurs when all constraint and cost matrices (C,Ai) can be simultaneously
block diagonalized with a Unitary matrix P :
〈C,X〉 = 〈PTCP, X˜〉 =
∑
k
〈C˜k, X˜k〉
Application of P effectively breaks the large PSD variable X = PX˜PT into a product of smaller PSD vari-
ables X˜k, and the SDP in (C˜k, A˜ik) will have an equivalent optimum as (C,Ai). This block diagonalization
can occur if all matrices (C,Ai) lie in a common *-algebra A. *-algebras are subsets of matrices that are
closed under addition, products, and transposition. If (C,Ai) are all symmetric of size n, the blocks are free
symmetric matrices of size ni with multiplicity mi. This is expressed in the Wedderburn decomposition [32]:
A ∼=
p⊕
i=1
Imi ⊗ Sni 〈C,X〉 =
∑
i
mi〈C˜i, X˜i〉
The Wedderburn decomposition of a *-algebra, given its basis, can be calculated numerically by random-
ized linear algebra [21]. Group-invariant SDPs are a specific case of *-algebra structure. The Wedderburn
decomposition of G-invariant matrices is related to the isotypic decomposition, and if G is known in advance,
the block-diagonalizing matrix P may be calculated explicitly. Jordan decomposition generalizes symme-
try and *-algebra decomposition, and involves projections onto an invariant subspace followed by splitting
into the product of Jordan subalgebras (also requiring randomized computation) [24]. While preprocessing
group and *-algebra structure is usually more expensive than exploiting chordal decompositions, their block-
diagonalizability ensures that there are no overlaps between blocks (unlike clique-consistency constraints).
If the semialgebraic set K is invariant under a symmetry group G, this structure can be exploited to
reduce the computational burden. There exists an extensive literature on polynomial invariant and equiv-
ariant theory [25], and the main reference for SOS-based symmetry in polynomial optimization is [13]. The
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Figure 15: Time to find constrained LR lower bound by TSSOS over K∗ (minutes)
Hironaka decomposition of the invariant ring R[x]G effects a block-diagonalization, which applies to K only
if each polynomial gi(x), hj(x) is invariant under G-actions. The methods of this paper can be applied after
symmetry processing to restrict each block to a structured subsets, after first applying sparsity.
7.2 Symmetry structure
Decomposed structured subsets can be applied to symmetric SDPs in the same manner as chordally sparse
problems. In the *-algebra framework, the cone-set K refers to the cone of each symmetric block in the
program.
A semidefinite program may contain more than one kind of structure. Figure 16 shows block-arrow
(sparse) matrices in the invariant ring SG90 under block-permutation action. The permutation structure is
illustrated in the top-left pane of Figure 16. Matrices X ∈ SG90 are invariant under swapping blocks of the
same color, and some blocks are additionally invariant under swapping the top and bottom halves (checkered
pattern, split blocks). The permutation group G acting on these matrices is:
G = (S4 × Z2)× Id× Z2 × Z2
The top right pane of Figure 16 shows a one such matrix X ∈ SG90. All such matrices can be block
diagonalized (bottom right) under unitary action by the matrix P (bottom left, based on the Discrete
Cosine Transform). The block-sizes and multiplicities are:
(m,n) = {(3, 5), (1, 10), (4, 5), (1, 5), (1, 40)sparse}
Table 4 shows the cost and time of running a randomly generated G-invariant SDP with 80 equality
constraints under the cone SDD. The columns show if the matrix has been block-diagonalized before
applying SDD, and the rows indicate if Grone’s theorem has been applied to apply SDD to cliques. (Full,
Sparse) has the same cost as (Sym, Sparse), but takes longer to run because block-diagonalization eliminates
redundancies in blocks with multiplicities. Wedderburn Decomposition, whole blocks (green, brown orbits)
contribute blocks of size 10 while split blocks have block-sizes of 5.
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Figure 16: Sparse and Symmetric *-algebra
Table 4: SDD Block Arrow with Symmetry
Cost Full Sym. Time (s) Full Sym.
Full 12.96 10.86 Full 124.5 19.3
Sparse 9.49 8.44 Sparse 38.2 12.0
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